VOLUNTEERS/VIPs
INSERT TOURNAMENT LOGO
INSERT TOURNAMENT LOCATION/COURSE NAME
Tournament Courtesy Vehicle Agreement
Driver Conduct Requirements
I understand that the loan of this courtesy vehicle (“Vehicle”) is subject to the following terms and that my driving
privileges associated with this Vehicle are subject to disciplinary action, including removal of driving privileges, if I
violate the following Driver Qualifications, Driving Criteria and Driver Safety Rules. I also acknowledge that only
Authorized Drivers, as designated by the Tournament Staff, are permitted to drive this Vehicle.
Driver Qualifications:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Must display a valid driver’s license to the Vehicle key issuer
Must be at least 25 years of age
Must sign the Tournament Courtesy Vehicle Agreement and Driver Conduct Form
Does not have any physical/mental condition and is not taking medications which would impair his/her ability to
operate this Vehicle

Driving Criteria
By signing this form, I verify that I have not been convicted within the past 36 months of any of the following motor
vehicle violations: My signature below certifies my acknowledgement and agreement that the above listed Tournament or
its insurance carrier may request my motor vehicle record in connection my participation as a volunteer on the
Transportation Committee and/or as a driver of a tournament vehicle.
Driving while operator’s license is suspended, revoked, or denied.
Vehicular manslaughter, negligent homicide, felonious driving or felony with a vehicle.
Operating a vehicle while impaired, under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs, or refusing a sobriety test.
Failure to stop or identify after a crash (includes leaving the scene of a crash; hit and run; giving false information to
an officer).
5. Eluding or attempting to elude a law enforcement officer.
6. Traffic violation resulting in death or serious injury.
7. Any other significant violation warranting suspension of license.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Driver Safety Rules
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Never drive while impaired or under the influence of alcohol, drugs, medication, illness, fatigue, or injury.
Ensure the proper use of safety belts and child safety restraints for all occupants.
Obey all applicable local, state and federal motor vehicle laws, codes, and regulations.
Drive in a safe, defensive manner, anticipating situations where incidents are likely to occur.
Report all incidents/crashes involving the Vehicle to the local police, Tournament Transportation Committee and
Tournament Staff as soon as possible.
Do not permit any person who is not an Authorized Driver to operate the Vehicle.
Refrain at all times from using hand held cellular phones or smart phones while driving, including but not limited to,
sending or reading text messages or emails and dialing cell phones. Use Bluetooth technology appropriately.
Refrain from using televisions, videos/DVDs, or laptops while driving.
Limit distractions such as making music selections, eating or drinking beverages while driving.
Do not pull personal trailers, including boat and recreational vehicles.
Do not transport hazardous materials or illegal substances in the Vehicle.
Do not smoke inside the Vehicle.
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Driver Responsibilities
I shall be responsible for any fines or penalties involving the Vehicle for parking, traffic, or other violation of any federal,
state or local law incurred while the Vehicle is in my possession or resulting from my use of the Vehicle.
Release by Driver
I hereby release, waive, and discharge all claims and potential claims against, and covenant not to sue PGA TOUR, Inc.
(“TOUR”), any of its subsidiaries, parents, affiliated entities, their respective officers, employees and agents and facilities
with respect to any damages, injuries or losses of any kind to me or any vehicle or any property damage or loss to any
other party arising in connection with the my participation in this program or my operation or use of the Vehicle, except
for damages, injuries or losses arising directly from the gross negligence of TOUR.

Miscellaneous
I acknowledge that this Agreement and Release is given in exchange for good and valuable consideration. This
Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Florida. Ambiguities herein shall not be construed against the
drafter. I further expressly agree that the foregoing release and waiver is intended to be as broad and inclusive as is
permitted by applicable law, and, if any portion thereof is held invalid, it is agreed that the balance shall, notwithstanding,
continue in full legal force and effect.
I understand that by signing this form I am agreeing to use the Vehicle AS IS and am promising to use the Vehicle in a
limited and safe manner. No one has made any oral statement to induce me to sign this Agreement.
I acknowledge that I have inspected this Vehicle and that such Vehicle is in acceptable condition as of the date set forth
below. I further acknowledge that I am responsible for picking up and returning the Vehicle in accordance with directions
given to me by the Transportation Committee and/or Tournament staff.
I also understand that my volunteer position is not guaranteed, and the PGA TOUR or Tournament Staff may deny or end
my volunteer opportunity at any time, for any reason, with or without prior notice.

Driver’s Signature:

Date:

Driver’s Name: (please print) _________________________________________________________________________________
Driver’s License Number and State____________________________________ Date of Expiration_______________________
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